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The Photoshop Elements 7 Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2009
 This book breaks new ground by doing something for digital photographers that’s never been done before—it cuts through the bull and shows you exactly “how to do it.” It’s not a bunch of theory; it doesn’t challenge you to come up with your own settings or figure things out on your own. Instead, it does...
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Autonomics Development: A Domain-Specific Aspect Language Approach (Autonomic Systems)Springer, 2010

	Distributed applications are difficult to write as programmers need to adhere to specific distributed systems programming conventions and frameworks, which makes distributed systems development complex and error prone and ties the resultant application to the distributed system because the application's code is tangled with the...
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Advanced Perl ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2005
With a worldwide community of users and more than a million dedicated programmers, Perl has proven to be the most effective language for the latest trends in computing and business. 
 			
 Every programmer must keep up with the latest tools and techniques. This updated version of Advanced Perl...
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ECAI 2006, 17th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence:  Volume 141 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2006
In the summer of 1956, John McCarthy organized the famous Dartmouth Conference which is now commonly viewed as the founding event for the field of Artificial Intelligence. During the last 50 years, AI has seen a tremendous development and is now a well-established scientific discipline all over the world. Also in Europe AI is in excellent shape, as...
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Smart Graphics: 6th International Symposium, SG 2006, Vancover, Canada, July 23-25, 2006, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2006

	The International Symposium on Smart Graphics 2006 was held during July
	23–25, 2006, at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada. It
	was the seventh event in a series which originally started in 2000 as an AAAI
	Spring Symposium.


	In response to the overwhelming success of the 2000 symposium, its organizers...
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How to Cheat at Windows System Administration Using Command Line ScriptsSyngress Publishing, 2006
If you want to streamline the administration of your Windows servers and workstations by using command line scripts, this is the book for you! With every new version of Windows, Microsoft attempts to ease administrative tasks by adding more and more layers of graphical user interface (GUI) or configuration wizards (dialog boxes). While these...
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Information Security and Cryptology: 5th International Conference, Inscrypt 2009Springer, 2010

	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Information Security and Cryptology, Inscrypt 2009, held in Beijing, China, in December 2009. The 22 revised full papers and 10 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 147 submissions. The papers are...
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Trends in Functional Programming: Volume 5Intellect, 2006
Covers all aspects of functional programming, both theoretical and practical, to provide a coherent overview of research's most recent developments.  This book features: language design, proof and transformation, semantics and models, implementation, applications, type systems, parallelismand distribution, performance modelling and profiling,...
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Expert WSS 3.0 and MOSS 2007 Programming (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Expert WSS 3.0 and MOSS 2007 Programming
 Providing you with in-depth coverage of the WSS 3.0 and MOSS 2007 development framework, this book shares step-by-step recipes and real-world examples to help you develop the skills you need to become a proficient WSS 3.0 and MOSS 2007 developer. 

 Code-walkthroughs and in-depth...
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Using DrupalO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Take advantage of Drupal’s vast collection of community-contributed modules and discover how they make this web framework unique and valuable. With this guide, you’ll learn how to combine modules in interesting ways (with minimal code-wrangling) to develop several community-driven websites— including a job posting...
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Professional SharePoint 2010 DevelopmentWrox Press, 2010

	Learn to leverage the features of the newest version of SharePoint, in this update to the bestseller


	More than simply a portal, SharePoint is Microsoft's popular content management solution for building intranets and Web sites or hosting wikis and blogs. Offering broad coverage on all aspects of development for the...
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Atlas of Cardiometabolic RiskCRC Press, 2007

	Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death

	and disability worldwide. Although our understanding

	of this disease has progressed enormously, we have

	much to improve in identification of the disease and

	applying optimal treatments to prevent progression of

	disease and its consequences.





	Beginning...
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